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ENERGY S'l'ORI>GE IN AQUIFERS-·"A SURVEY OF RECENT 'rHEORETlCAL STUDIES 
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ENGLISH ABSTRACT 

**r.und University, 
s-200 07, Lt:md 7, Sweden 

I,BL-·11059 

'l'he dJ.sparity between energy production and demand has led t.o increa.sed research into the use 
of aquifers for the long-term, large~ scale st.orage of t.hermal energy, Currently, there are 
several field experiments and feasibility st:udies Ul1der way in which the technical, economic; 
and environmental aspects of aquifer storage are being researched. The present paper surveys 
the recent theoretical efforts in aquifer storage research and the impact their results may 
have on 'chese field projects, ~'lajor work. is highlighted according t.o three cat:egories: 
(1) semianalytic studies, (2) numerical modeling studies, and {3) site~speciflc studies. 

FRENCH ABSTRl\.CT 

La d.i.sparite entre la production et le besoin de 1' a eu pour resultat d'augmenter la 
recherche concerna.nt l' emploi des pom: 1' emmagasinement a long terme et a grande 
echelle de l'energie thermique. A present, il y a de nombreuses experiences :Ln-situ et 
d'etudes qui ont pour but les aspects techniques, economiqueil et. nat.urels dans l'environement 
de l'ernmagasinement des aquiferes. Cette presentation fait le releve de recents efforts the
o:d.ques concernant la recherche du stockage des aquiferes et:: 1' effet que leurs resultats pour
raient a voir sur ces proj et.s in situ, Les travaux principaux sont illustres en trois groupes: 
(1) les etudes semi-analytiques, (2) les etudes de modele numerique, et {3) les etudes sur 
des emplacements specifiques, 

KEY WORDS 

Mathematical modeling; thermal energy storage; aquifers; storage; hydrothermal flows; seasonal 
storage; type curves; thermal stratification. 

INTRODUCTION 

The need for energy storage arises from the disparity bet\1een energy production and demand. 
The development of viable storage methods will play a significant role in our ability to imple
ment alternative energy 'cechnologies and use what is now wast.e heat.. 'l'he ability to provide 
heat at night and during inclement weather is a key factor in the development of solar energy. 
Conversely, 1~inter cold, in the form of melted snow or water cooled to winter air temperatures, 
can be used as a coolant or for air~·conditioning, Practical storage systems would also allow 
us to capture the heat that occurs as a by-product of industrial processes and power produc
tion. Industrial plants and electric utilities generate tremendous amounts of waste heat, 
which is usually dissipated through an expensive network of cooling towers or ponds to avoid 
thermal pollution, Because periods of heat demand do not generally coincide with electricity 
generation or industrial production, a viable storage method is essential if this heat is t:o 
be used, SUch a method would not only provide for the use of v1hat is now waste heat, but. 
would significantly decrease the necessary investment in cooling and backup hea·ting systems. 

In recent years, aqui.fers have been studied as a very promising means for the long-term, large
scale storage of thermal energy. Aquifers are porous underground formations which contain and 
conduct water. Confined aquifers are bounded above and below by impermeable clay layers and 
are saturated by water u..nder pressure. They are physically well suited to thermal energy s·tor
age because of their low heat conductivities, large volumet.ri.c capacities (on the order of 
109m3 ), and their ability to contain water Ul1der high pressures. Aquifers are also attractive 
storage sites because of their widespread availability. 
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Aquifer storage is not a nev1 concept,~ Ovtn: the last: decadf1S aqu~tJ:e:cs have been used -to store 
fresh water 7 oil product:.£3 5 t1Rtural ga.sf and liquid 'I.'U1Steso Howeve:ci' it has only been in recent years 
t.hat their use for thermal energy has been sugg·ested. Initial studies were conducted by Rabbi.mov, 
Urnarov, and Zakhidov (1971), ~!eyer and Todd (1972), Kazmann (1971), and Hausz (1974), A good sou:cce' 
of information about more recent work is the proceedinqs of the 'l'hermal Energy Storage in Jl4uifers 
\'lorkshop (Berkeley, 1978), Current research and development activ:Lties are reviewed in the quarterly 
A'l'J:>S Newslett:er prepared by Lm"lrence Berkeley J:aboratory. 

Recen·t work includes field experi.ments at Mobile, Alabama (USA), Gaud ( Fance), Bonnaud (l<'x:ance), 
College Station (USA), Yamagat:a (Japan) and other locations (see review paper, Tsang and others, 1980). 
Generally, these field projects havr; been relatively small~scal.e and have used water of moderate tem
peratures (not. greater than 55"C nor less than s•c). Most of t.hese experiments have focused on ob
taining pressure and temperature data with t.he objectives of understanding heat and fluid flow in the 
aquifer, and validating numerical models. However, plans are ctct:Tv,ntly being made both in the USA and 
Europe for large scale demonstration projects. 

SURVEY OF' THEORETICAL S'X'UDIES 

The present paper sUUll.1\arizes recent theoretical efforts, the results of. which will be useful in the 
planning and execution of field proj ewts and may even be crucial to 'cheir success, 

CUrrent theoretical and modeling studies are summarized in Table 1. As c<m be F;een from the table, 
a numbe:c of numerical models are under development, although their details are yet to be reported, 
Summarized below ar·e descriptions of several of these efforts classified somewhat arbitrarily into 

1three categories: (1) Semianalytic studies, (2) numerical studies, and (3) site-specific studies. 

Research Institute 

'rechnical University of Denmark, 
Denmark (Qvale, 1978) 

Lund University, Sweden. (Hellstrom, 1978; 
Claesson and others, 1978) 

University of Neuchatel, Switzerland 
(Mathey, 1977; Mathey and Menjoz, 1978) 

Institut de Production d.' Energie de 1' Ecole 
Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne, 
Switzerland (Joos, 1978) 

Ecole des Mines de Pari.s, France 
(de Marsily, 1978) 

Bureau des Recherches Geologiques et Minieres 
(BRGM), France (Gringarten and others, 19'77; 
sauty, Gringart:en and Landel, 1978) 

University of Yamagata, Japan (Yokoyama 
and others, 1978) 

United States Geological Survey, u.S, A. 
(Papadopulos and Larson, 1978) 

J:awrence Berkeley J:aboratory, U.S.A, 
('rsang and others, 1978b) 

University of Houston, U.S.A, 
(Collins and others, 1978) 

Semi-analytic studies. A number of groups have 
hydraulic processes that may be critical to the 
are also being made to derive lumped pararneters 

Project 

One- and two-dimensional finite elanent models 
Study of using compensation wells for countering 

regional flow 

Two-dimensional, doublet, S<?..mianalytic model 
Two-dimensional finite difference program developed 

to study storage in eskers 

Two- and three-dimensional finite element models 

Three~dimensional finite element model 
Laboratory experiments on free convection in 
porous media 

Two-dimensional, radial, finite difference model 
Two- and three-dimensional finite element models 

Layered two-dimensional finite difference model 
Modeling of the Bonnaud experiment 
Dispersion modeling studies 

Finite difference method using a complex potential 
function 

Intercomp model (finite difference scheme) used to 
model the Auburn (1976) experiment (Molz and others, 
1978) 

Three-dimensional integrated finite difference model 
for conduction, convection, and consolidation 

Ex:tensi ve generic studies 
Modeling of the Auburn ( 1978) experiment ( Molz and 

others, 1980) 

Model to study stean< injection into permeable earth 
strata (two-phase program) 

been working on t:he understanding of specific thermo
success of. aquifer thermal energy storage. Attempts 
that may relate different field conditions. 

When considering underground storage of hot water, the recovery factor is of major concern in deter
mining the economi.c feasibility of a project.. It is especially convenient. to have at hand general 
type~·c~n·ves by whi.ch an engineer can quickly decide whether or not a particular project should be 
can:ied out. In this light, a gene~·al study using mathematical models has been made by Bureau de 



Recerches Geologiques et !1inieres ( Saut.y and ot.hers, 1 978) t.o det.ermine the effect of various physi
cal parameters and operating conditions on t:he temperature of water produced after a st.orage period 
in a one-well system (alternat.ive· injection and production through the same borehole), l!'or: each case 
the overall heat r:et.urn has been evaluated, 

A dimensional analysis has determined the dimensionless parameters governing the behavior of the sys-0 

tem in t.erms of physical factors (reservoir thickness, thermal conductivities, heat capacities, etc, ) , 
and operating conditions (flow rate, duration of injection, storage, and production periods). Type 
curves have been drawn and heat recovery factors evaluated for various combinations of t:hese factors. 

This study concerns single-phase, the:nn".l energy storage in relatively deep aquifers (regional velo
city neglected and the confining layers regarded as pract:ically infinite in thickness). For the s·tudy, 
Sauty and coworkers define the dimensionless paramet,ers Pe and A as follows: Pe ~ (pJ;,Cpl/AA • Q/(21Th), 
A ~ [ ( pACA )2h2]/ ( ARPRCR) • 1/ti, where h is t:he aquifer thickness, pl!'Cl!', pRCR' and pACA the hea'c 
capacities of the fluid, the confining rocks and the aquifer, respectively, and AR and AA the res
pective thermal conduct.ivit:ies of the rock and aquifer. 1'he Peclet number Pe represent.s heat loss 
at. t.he thermal front, and the i\ coeffiGient t.he heat loss through t.he confining rocks, 

It has been shovm that for these numbers higher than 10, t:he recovery of a stabilized cycle is greater 
than 75% (still higher, if ·the reference t.emperature at the surface is lower t.han the natural aquifer 
temperature, meaning less heat loss), However, it. should be considered that overall. energy eficiency 
must take into accotmt various losses in the well and at the surface as well as energy consumption 
(pumping water in and out of the wel.ls). 

Another factor that may strongly affect the energy recovery ratio is the existence of heat dispersion 
effects in the aquifer. Analyses of several French field experiments indicate t.hat this effect. may be 
approximately represented by an apparent thermal conductivity value an order of mag-tlitu.de higher than 
the normal value. For apparent conductivity t.en times the normal value, the Peclet number is reduced 
by a factor of 10. In Fig, 1, the t.empera·ture of the to1at.er during the production half cycle is shown 
for successive cycles of hot water injections for i\ ~ 10 and = 10 or 1 (Fabris and others , 1977). 

Fig. 1, 

~{:mfl:Fh-- '• 

:~of-------~--------~ 

~ 

Temperatures evolution at 
injection and production. 
(XBL 801-7725) 

f\ ' 10, P& • 10 

A 10. Pe' I 

central well dm:i!}g successive cycles of hot water 
Consequences of A = 101. (l?e = 1 instead of 10), 

Another interesting study, performed by Lund University, focused on thermal buoyancy flow (Hellstrom 
and others, 1979), In the injection of hot water into a cold water aquifer, the hot water tends to 
flow to the top of the cold due to the difference in density and viscosity of waters with different 
temperatures, This induces a mixing of hot and cold water, resulting in heat dissipation that de
creases the energy recovery ratio. When hot water is injected into an aquifer, the interface between 

.hot and cold water is primarily vertical. This vertical interface is unstable and will tend to tilt 
outward from the injection well, 1'he rate at which the system tends to equilibrate, i.e., with the 
hot water on top of the cold water, is a decisive factor in determining the feasibility of a system 
with vertical injection and production wells. A strong disturbance of the temperature field will 
lead to higher heat loss (larger surface area of the hot region, increased heat dispersion). It will 
also require a more complicated extraction system in order to avoid mccessive n\ixi.ng of hot and cold 
water in the well. 
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'l'he aim of the Lund study W'J.s t:o find an explicit order~of···magnitude expression for the influence of: 

the buoyancy flow, making it possible ·to estimate the rate at ·.rhich the thGrma.l front "tilts" without. 
resorting to numerical models. The analysis ~~as based on a number of analyt.lcal solut:i.orw for a ver·'" 
tical thermal front in cylidrical and h1o··dimenstonal Cart.esian coordinates. The diffusiveness of · 
the ·thermal front was also ·taken :into dccount. .Seve:ral. assumptions about. t:he behavior of: the thenna.l 
front were mo. de in order t:o modify t.he analytiGal solutions for nonvertical sit:md:ions. Finally, the 
tilting rate fo:r. a given syst.em 'fillS qua.nti.f.i.ed by a chaxact.eristic t.ilting ti.me-const.ant. I•Jhich equals 
the time it takes for an initially vertical front to t,:Ut 45", ~lajor conclusions include: 

{ 1) Buoyancy flow is found t.o be proport.ional to the density difference bet:ween stored and native 
waters, and to the square root of the product of vert.icaJ. and horizont.al permea.bilities of the aqui
fers, and inversely proportional t.o aquifer thickness and in•erage viscosity of the injected and na~· 

tive waters. The dependence on aquifer thickness and perwr,abilities ~<Jill suggest a criterion for 
the selection of potential storage aquifers, The density and v.iseosi ty dependence •1i 11 introduce a. 

guideline for optimal storage temperatures. 

( 2) Two key lumped paramete:cs are derived which would m&.ke it possible to :celate resu1 ts of differ-~ 
ent cases hy means of a similarity ·transformation. 

Figure 2 shows t:he results for the follo~>Jing example. Consider a 20 m thick alluvial aquifer with 
permeabi.lity that is 'l/10t.h of: the horizontal one. l'he heat capacity of the aquifer is 

The ·temperature of the injt:;Jcted water is 85°Cv and ·the ambient water i.s 15°C9 rrhe 
figure shows t.he tilU.ng angle (assuming a st:raight front) as a flmction of perme;:;.bility (m2) and 
storage time {clays). Let us require that. the thermal front should not: tilt more than 60° during a 
storage period of 90 days. 'J.'he corresponding maximum allowable peuneability is then about 3x10~11 m2, 
'rhis example does not include the effects of a superimposed forced convectiC>n, which will cause a fur
ther increase i.n t.he til ti.ng angle, 

10~10 

Maximum permeobiliiy 

10"12 

10 100 1000 

Fig, 2. Thermal front tilting angle as a functiC>n of permeability and st.o:cage period. 
(XBL 7910-13050) 

Several groups, including r"und in Sweden and BRGM in France, are involved 
We shall consider here only studies by Ecole Polytechnique Fl'ld~rale de 

Lausanne ( El?F-1~), S\<1i tz.erland, and J"'awrenoe Berkeley Laboratory, u.S.A, 

The Swiss theoz·etical studies emphasize the need to account for na'cural convection wh:i.ch greatly dE,
creases st.orage efficiency. The studies by Menjos and Joos { 1977) Pacot ( 1978) and Joos ( 1978) use a 
storage ar:cangement as shown in t.he upper part of Fig, 3. Their acGumulator consists of a large dia
meter central. well provided with horizontal radial drainage systems 50 m apart. Hot water .i.s injected 
at the top while cold water is withdrawn from the bott.om for storage. The reverse process is used for 
recovery. A finite element model is used to calculate temperature and pressure dist:dbution during 
semiannual cycles of injection and production. 

The results are Bhow:n in the middle and lower portions of Fig. 3. The heat recovery .increases with 
each annual cycle. The mean r>t.orage temperature and the minimum storage temperature st.eadily increase. 
For these calculations, constant rock ·and water properties are assumed. A lat.er series of simulations, 
performed by J?acot, uses an improved computer model from Joos which includes variability in the kine
matic viscosity of wat:ez· with temperature, 'l'he result.ing change in hydraul.iG conductivity has a con
siderable effect on some of the pressures and temperat.m:es, but the energy recove:ry factor is similar 
to the previous Gase, 
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ll'ig<) 3<~ At:p::li fer heat. storage syot.em showing vertical. flow between two horizontal networks 
of drain pipes (Pacot, 1978) (XBL 801 .. 7724) 

A nusttbe:c of numerical models have been df'l!veloped over the last six years at Lawrence Berkeley L.abora= 
.. cory to study single~· and two«o,phase fluid 0.nd heat flow in porous media (Tsang and others 1 1978) o 

Among these models is the program CCC (conduction, convection, and compaction) which was chosen for 
the NF8S studies!) This program en1ploys the integrated finite difference method and is cf fully ·three= 
dimensional model incorporating the effect~' of complex geometry, t.emperature-dependent fluid p~·oper-· 
ties, gravity, and land subsJ.dence ole: uplift, 'l'his code has been validated against e>. number of semi"' 
analytic soJ.utions and i.s currently used t.o model the Auburn ( 1978) field data. Extensive generic 
studies of the A~.'ES concept have been made using CCC, Some of the results are iliustrat:ed in F'igs, 4 
through 5 which show diffusion of the thermal front during hot wat.er storage for an inhomogeneous 
aquifer (Fig, 4) and for a t.wo-welJ~ extraci:ion and injection system (Fig. 5), 

Effect of rl!lservoir 

220"'G H 8 

Radial distance ( 

E'ig. 4, Effect;s of reservoh- inhomogeneity after 90~day injection and production periods 
(XBL 785-,2517) 
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J (nfter ~~0 

Cross section 

Co.1culated isot.horms tor syst:.em after 90 days of injectj.onr plane and 
cross sec·tion view£; ( ~~rsang and , 1978) (X.BL "/85~2508) 

NUII1t~:ricP.1 rnodel calculat.:tons are made t.o unde~rs"cand dat:a. from. speci~· 

fie field experiments" On one hand; practical field si t~uat.ions st:udiod 0.nd assoc:Lat:ed physico.l 
and chemical processes understood(! On t.he othe.r han(1.,l the lH:tmeJ:--.ical models are validn.t.ed by the d;:-,"ca 
to ensure that all )Jtajor processes a:ee :Lncorporatede fJ1hus they can be used as a predict.i.ve tool fox· 
future experiments. 

Simulations of Bonna.u.d and Campug<~t: 0xperirat:~nts ho.ve been rx~rformed by F:rench scienti:-;;;·ts<~ Similar 
work has also been don1'9 by t.he SwJ..[5S~ Below, hovn~ve:rf v1e shall describe t.he modeling of the Auburn 
field expe:ciment:s { Molz and othe:t·s tt 19BO) by La\•n*~l":nce 1:--Jerkeley Iaborc1tory as representa.ti ve of work 
done in this cat:egory •) 

In their. work 1 LBI"' first. car:cied out: a \'lell~_,·Lest analysis of t.h(:c1 field pr<:::ssure data t.o det.ermine the 
aquifer t.:ransnd .. ;;si v it.y 1 stora ti.v:U:y t ~nd t:he distance and direction of the nearest hydraulic barrier., 
Wi ;ch the aquifer charactex-·istics thus ob·ta.inedr series of simula-tions v--1erc made: given the varying 
.injection flow rat.es and tempere:Lures, and the subsequent xest and production flow rates. Results of 
the simulation include the~ recovery factor and plots of product.ion t.empm:·ature ven;us time, as v:ell 
as temperatu.re contow plots t:J,nd tempera:LuJ:e profiles taken va.:cious times during the simulat.ions o 

Experimentally, two storage~retr:Leval cycles were done. For the first cycle, the simulated recov<H7 
factor of 0.-66 ag:cees well wi\:h the obsex~ved Vcl1uo of 0"65., For th¥,~ second cycle., the sirnulat~ed va.l~~ 

ue is Oo 76 and t:he observed vab.1e is 00 74, rJSt-4'-J.ils of: t.he compo.rison betwet~n sirnulated and observed 
energy recovery can be studied in product:ion t<>:mpnratur'; venms t.ime plots (F:Lg, 6 and 7), For bot.h 
cycle£ 1 the initial simulated and obse:r:=ved. i~tnnp~n:atures agr~~0 ( 55°C) "' Dnx·ing the early· part of the 
p:eoduction periodu the observed te.ntpe:rat:uxe d·~creo.ses s1ig.htJ.y fcu~r·ce:c than t:h{'?: simula.t.E.-.,d t,ernperatux:-e., 
During the lat·ter the simulated tempen:'a>~cure decreases fctster than ·the obs0~rved t.Bmperature so 
that by the end of t.he production period" the simulated and observed tem.pe:t·&rt.u:r:er.; again agre .. B ( 33tJC) Q 

The c1iscrepancy over the whole range is at most 1 to 2 de9reesQ 
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Fig"' 6,. Simulation of ~)xperiment by Auburn Univnrsit.y (first:. cycle) "'~ calculated ob~tn::~v~C:i 

p~:oduction temperat.ure dud.ng t~he L'eoovet·y period ( Tsan9 and ot:hen;, 1980) (XBL 798-11428) 
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Fig. 7, Simulation of experiment by Auburn University (second cycle) - calculated and observed 
production temperatures during the recovery period (Tsang and others, 1980) (XBL 798-11426) 

A parameter sensitivity study was also carried out by LBL. In simulating the Auburn University field 
experiment the vertical/horizontal permeability ratio CKv/Kh) in the aquifer and the permeability and 
storativity values in the aquitards could not be determined directly and had to be estimated. The 
parameter study indicates that the estimated recovery factor is very sensitive to permeability and 
the Kv/Kh ratio, In the Auburn simulation, using a value of Kv/Kh equal to 0.1 is critical to 
obtaining good agreement with the field data. Increasing aquitard permeability by a factor of 10 had 
only a slight effect on energy recovery, The effect on energy recovery was also slight when thermal 
conductivity was increased by a factor of 2, but significant changes were observed when thermal con
ductivity was increased by a factor of 20. 

To study the effect of partial well penetration on the results of the Auburn field experiments, a 
simulation was run assuming full penetration of the well. Energy recovery was estimated to be 0.69, 
differing only slightly from the value 0.68 obtained for the partial penetration case. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The recent work in theoretical studies of aquifers for the storage of hot water has been highlighted 
above. Further information may be found in the reference list. Current activities coupled with 
planned field experiments will help us to make the aquifer thermal energy storage concept a practical 
reality. Much theoretical work is yet to be done to give us a better understanding of buoyancy flow, 
thermal dispersion, the effects of land subsidence or uplift, natural regional flow, as well as pro
viding the basis for optimizing storage-recovery schedules and volumes. 
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